Procedurally generating rules to adapt difficulty for narrative puzzle games
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Abstract—This short paper focuses on procedurally generating rules and communicating them to players to adjust the difficulty. This is part of a larger project to collect and adapt games in educational games for young children using a digital puzzle game designed for kindergartens. A genetic algorithm is used together with a difficulty measure to find a target number of solution sets and a large language model is used to communicate the rules in a narrative context. During testing the approach was able to find rules that approximate any given target difficulty within two dozen generations on average. The approach was combined with a large language model to create a narrative puzzle game where players have to host a dinner for animals that can’t get along. Future experiments will try to improve evaluation, specialize the language model on children’s literature, and collect multi-modal data from players to guide adaptation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research on serious games has shown that when done correctly an educational game can increase a child’s motivation to learn and by extension optimize the learning outcome [6]. The concept of adaptive learning can be dated back to as early as 1970 [2]. The core principle is to track the performance of the learner and to adapt the learning content to improve this performance.

Due to their ability to customize content for the player, digital games have the potential to maximize learning. This potential has been explored in different fields, such as medical training and schools with mixed results [15] [13]. Although the use of serious games to improve cognitive capacities has yielded promising results [10], the potential of adapting to the player may not have been fully realized [12].

One promising direction in the field, multi-modal learning analytics, focuses on fusing multiple sources of data to build more comprehensive learning profiles [7]. This approach has shown the potential to improve the modelling of the learner especially for children. There are however limited studies in the area, due to technical challenges with multi-model data collection for children [3].

Several studies have investigated the interplay between multi-modal player profiling and procedural content generation and adaptation in games [14].

A few recent have explored the application of procedural content generation methods for learning games, but the studies have been confined within on-screen fully digital experiences [5] or on-screen simulation of physical experiences [11].

This project approaches procedural content generation for physical tile-based games in collaboration with YOLI1 which specializes in tangible digital learning games for children in kindergartens. Specifically, this project case studies the YOLI Board, a physical game device developed by YOLI, which consists of a board and a set of tiles with pictures. The board contains five spaces for the player to place tiles which the board then registers and interacts with by shaking or throwing off a tile. Games are packaged as a set of thirty tiles and come with various rules and themes to train and support the development of young children.

The digital nature of the YOLI Board allows it to collect anonymous player behaviour information and has the potential to adapt to such information. This makes it a promising candidate as a test bed for dynamic difficulty adjustment. Even with the constraints of a fixed set of tiles, it is possible to adapt the difficulty by complicating or simplifying rules.

The goal of this project is to answer this research question. How can player behaviour be gathered and used to procedurally generate content and adapt the learning experience to improve the social and cognitive skills of children? This short paper will focus on the procedural content generation part of the research question and try to answer a more specific question in order to contribute to the final answer. How can a game with a fixed set of tiles designed for kindergarteners dynamically adapt difficulty by changing and communicating rules in such a way that the children are challenged but not overwhelmed? It is essential to recognize that the rules themselves, as well as how they are communicated, add to the difficulty level of a game.

Recent studies have shown promising results by utilizing large language models to produce contextual rationalizations with the use of special prompt techniques [9] [4]. This project will use large language models to experiment with different ways to communicate rules and how to use narrative context to rationalize rules that may otherwise be hard to comprehend.

1https://www.playyoli.com/
If all rules are produced at random to find a set of rules with a slightly higher difficulty level, the player would have to disregard previous rules and learn a set of rules with that complexity level. To avoid this, rules should only be altered slightly, for example by adding a new rule, eliminating a rule, or modifying the parameters of a rule.

II. YOLI BOARD AND SIMULATOR

The YOLI company has specialized in child-friendly educational games and has delivered numerous YOLI Boards to kindergartens in the north of Europe. Under a child-friendly posterior, the YOLI Board is equipped with wireless chip readers which are used to read and match digitally imprinted information on the tiles. The board is able to shake or entirely throw off individual tiles using magnets, which produces tangible feedback for the players.

The goal of most games is to place five tiles on the board that complies with the rules, which are mainly to match certain attributes of the tiles. An example of this is the “Fun with numbers” game, shown in figure 1, which features thirty tiles representing a number. The rule of the game is to match tiles that represent the same number or match tiles of the same symbol in numerical order.

A software simulator of the physical board had to be developed to test and evaluate games and rules efficiently. The simulator was built around the architectural decision to separate the board and games, which means that the board simulation can be initialized with games that inherit from a tile game-specific abstract class. The board implementation maintains state information above what tiles are placed where and handles user input and game evaluation output. Tile games provide a list of tiles and a method to evaluate a solution set of tiles and return a list to accept, reject or ignore individual tiles.

III. PROCEDURAL RULE GENERATOR

The simulator provides tools to assist in the creation of custom tile-based games and accommodate game adaptations with procedural rule generators and rule mutations for genetic algorithms.

The procedural rule generator generates rules based on rule concepts and parameters. A rule concept should limit the number of solutions with precision and be formulated in a way that can reflect a conflict in a narrative context. To accomplish this the following rule concepts were defined, with some designed to exclude a large number of tiles while others exclude a small but specific set of tiles:

- Exclude any where property is equal to value.
- Exclusively for any where property is equal to value.
- Only the ones where the value of property match.
- Those with property set to value cannot be adjacent to those with property2 set to value2.
- There can only be number with property set to value.

The procedural rule generator picks a rule concept from the list at random and samples the parameters (property and value) from a list of tiles, like the latest set of tiles that solved the puzzle. For example, a game featuring vehicle tiles could sample the property type and a value among car, bus, or motorcycle. Combined with the rule concept this can form the rule “Vehicles of type bus can not be next to vehicles with type motorcycle”.

Multiple rules can be combined to add more precision. This is done using a special rule concept called a composite rule, to which child rules can be added or removed. The composite rule evaluates a solution on each of its child rules and merges the result using pair-wise comparison. A tile is rejected if at least one of the child rules rejects the tile.

The difficulty is determined by the number of allowed solutions, consisting of sets of five tiles that are not rejected by the rules. With a maximum of 142,506 solutions for a 30-tile game where the order is irrelevant, this measure indicates an increasing challenge level, from trivial to impossible, as the number of solutions decreases.

The evaluation of difficulty and procedural rule generator have been combined in a genetic algorithm to search for a target difficulty. Rule concepts are mutated by changing one or more random parameters for the rule concept. The composite rule concept is also able to add and remove a random rule as part of its mutation.

IV. FRAMING RULES IN A NARRATIVE CONTEXT

Procedurally generated rules, such as the vehicle example given earlier, naturally result in the question “why?”. To minimize this, a large language model is used to communicate rules, which at the same time allows for more creative delivery than the rule generator can provide. The current approach assembles a prompt that contains information about the game
Fig. 2. Thirty generic tiles generated, with the properties group, type, and colour, to use as a sample for the random rule generator.

V. CURRENT RESULTS

To test the procedural content generator combined with the genetic algorithm, repeated tests were conducted five hundred times with a fixed population size of one hundred rules and a mutation rate of fifty percent. For each test, a unique target between zero and all possible solution sets was chosen, and a maximum of fifty generations. The algorithm was able to approximate the target set of solutions with 99.9 percent on average with a standard deviation of 0.17 percent within an average of 22.3 generations and a standard deviation of 16.6 generations.

Given the constraining nature of the rules, thirty generic tiles were generated with three properties, shown in figure 2, each with a different value count (three, five, and seven). The three properties and values were group, which had three values (1, 2, 3), colour which had five values, and type which had seven values (A, B, ..., G). These were sampled during initialization by the random generator and again during mutation, which allowed for more dynamic outcomes for the procedural rule generator.

The difficulty evaluation is the main bottleneck for the performance of the genetic algorithm as it uses brute force for all possible combinations on the entire population.

Here are three samples with different targeted solution sets to give a sense of the rules that the procedural generator outputs. For an almost trivial problem (141,966 solutions) the rules limit tiles which there are only a limited number of: "There can only be 3 with type set to A and There can only be 3 with colour set to red". The first rule only affects solutions where more than 3 of the 5 tiles with type A are present and the second does the same for solutions where 3 of the 6 tiles with the colour red are present.

For a constrained problem (186 solutions), the rules tend to exclude many tiles by targeting a common property: "Exclusively for anywhere group is equal to 1". Since there are only three group values, this effectively excludes ten tiles entirely. Between these two extremes (70,764 solutions), the more complex rule concepts tend to be combined: "Those with group set to 3 cannot be adjacent to those with type set to E and Those with colour set to green cannot be adjacent to those with colour set to white". These rules partially exclude some tiles when other tiles are present in the solution which combined with common properties such as group and colour provide finer-graded control of the solution sets.

For the language model to provide a narrative context the tiles had to feature themed entities, which can be incorporated in a story and has a means to conflict. This resulted in a game where the players have to host a dinner for various animals, where individual animals have conflicting constraints that the player has to abide by. Before the large language model is utilized a prompt is compiled, shown in figure 3, consisting of a game definition where all tiles are mentioned by name followed by the procedurally generated rules and finally instructions to generate a story.

VI. FUTURE PLANS

In the next iteration of the project, we plan to train a language model specifically on children’s literature, provided by the Gutenberg project. This should produce more children-themed stories and hopefully use a language that children are more familiar with.

2https://www.gutenberg.org/
Large language models have been used to guide reinforcement learning with the use of prompting techniques and evaluation of text output [4]. We will try to use large language models to analyze the communicated rules and use prompting techniques to get suggestions for possible solutions. These suggestions will then be used to guide a solver algorithm and at the same time determine comprehensive difficulty based on the accuracy of the predictions.

The current approach also lacks actual player feedback on difficulty, which will be an important factor to balance and guide future experiments. Players will be invited to play test the prototype, while data is collected to model their behaviour in response to different levels of difficulty.
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